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Hassi-bounif 2 middle school Test n°1 for second term January 25th 2017

First name: ……………………………… Family name: ……………………… Class: ……………

Text:

Part one: (14 points)

A- Reading comprehension (7 points)

Task 1: I read and complete the table (5 points).

Relative Name Age Job ( occupation)
/ Toufik pupil

Ali 46
Sister /

nurse
Brother /
Task 2: I read and say “true” or “false” (2 points).

a- Toufik introduces his family and his friends. …………………..

b- Toufik has one brother and three sisters. …………………..

B- Mastery of language (7 points)

Task 1: I supply the punctuation and the capital letters (2 points).

my friend amine is from tunisia ………………………………………………

Task 2: I match the numbers with the words (2 points).
Sixty

NinetyThirteen

Eight

One

SeventeenTen Twenty-one
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Task 3: I choose the right word (3 points).

a- ….. name is Pedro. (I / My)

b- …..am from Spain. (I / My)
c- This is Diego. …..is my brother. ( She / He )

d- This is my mother. …..name is Carla. ( Her / She )
e- My mother ….. a dentist. ( is / are)

f- …. Loves her job. (She / He )

Part two: (6 points)

Cherif is your new friend. He is from Egypt. Ask him to introduce himself and his family.
Complete this conversation between you and Cherif.

I: ……….. is ……….. name, please?

Cherif: I am Cherif.

I: … ….. ……. ……… …….. ?

Cherif: I am 12 years old.

I: Where are you from ?

Cherif: …. am ……… …………. . This is my brother.

I: really! What ….. ……. ……….. ?

Cherif: His name is Akram.

I: How ……. ….. ……?

Cherif: He is nine years old.

I: ….. ……. A pupil at the middle school?

Cherif: Yes, he is.
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